Institut für Kristallographie der Universität Köln (Z. Naturforsch. 24 a, 1733 (Z. Naturforsch. 24 a, -1736 (Z. Naturforsch. 24 a, [1969 ; received 13 September 1969) Raman spectra of the polar A, Ex and the non polar E2 species of LiJ03 are presented. The number of phonons expected by group theory has been calculated. LO-TO splitting of two Ejphonons could be observed and the polariton associated with the A (z) phonon at 795 cm -1 has been recorded.
Since NATH and HAUSSÜHL detected the strong second harmonic generation of a ruby laser in Lithtium Iodate 1 and an extremely great piezoelectric longitudinal effect parallel to [001] was detected 2 , the LiJ03 crystal has become of great common interest. The present paper will deal with the vibrational species of the optical phonons observed by Raman scattering experiments.
Theory
LiJ03, which belongs to the crystal symmetry class C6, as could be shown three years ago 3 
The E2 species are doubly degenerate unpolar modes while the A and Ej^ species are both infrared and Raman active. The E2 species can easily be observed separately using x(yx)y scattering geometry, while the A and EA species in general will mix. In order to find adequate scattering geometries for separation, one will have to examine the scattering efficiencies using the well-known formula for the scattering intensity of an uniaxial piezoelectric crystal, given by LOUDON 5 . Thus, using a phonon wave vector propagating in the xy-plane along the bisecting line of the x and y axes, the most general 
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The TOi modes are polarized parallel to the z-axis and the T02 modes perpendicular to it. The most general case of the LO-tensor as given above, where the electrical and mechanical polarizations are not collinear, may be simplified however, using fi± = l/j/2; ju2 = 1/Y2; JU3 = 0, as the phonon wave vector is propagating in the symmetry plane. Therefore
x(zz)y scattering geometry will isolate the A(z)
phonons, and x{zx)y geometry the E^ phonons.
Any 'mixing' may occur for instance only due to diffuse reflections.
An identification of the LO-modes of type Ex will be possible using a scattering geometry, where the phonon wave vector is propagating along the z-axis of the crystal. LO-modes can in this case only be of type A, so all Raman active Ex phonons will be TO modes. This method has been used and described during the last few years 6 .
Furthermore, measurements using near forward scattering may confirm the assignment of the at about 800 cm -1 and a more weak one at 160 cm -1 . Furthermore, two depolarized lines at 325 and 345 cm -1 could be observed. All these Raman lines were very broad, so the wave numbers may be within an error of about 8 cm -1 . Fig. 1 shows the vibrational species of a single crystal of LiJ03. Comparing these spectra with Table 1 and the solution spectra, the following assignments are suggested. The A(z) species at 147 and 795 cm -1 and E2 species at 342 and 766 cm -1 belong to the internal spectrum. As the E2 phonon at 824 cm -1 is very weak using y(xy)x scattering, this part of the spectrum was rerecorded with about doubled sensitivity as can be seen on the E2 phonon at 766 cm -1 . At the same time the sample was removed and replaced in order to show that the Raman line at 795 cm -1 is the A-phonon which appears due to false scattering light. The intensity is changed and cannot be reproduced.
Since the Ei species are polar modes, splitting into LO and TO modes may occur as mentioned above. The calculated effective scattering tensors for LO modes with their phonon wave vector parallel and perpendicular to the z-axis, respectively, showed, that Ej modes will appear for right angle scattering only using extraordinary incident photons and ordinary scattered photons or vice versa. Due to the strong double refraction of the crystal it was necessary to correct the course of the incident ray for instance by a prism, so that the scattering angle inside the crystal was n/2. The experimental arrangements for fcp I Z and fcp JL Z are shown in Fig. 2 a and b , respectively. Only a small scattering volume was used in order to avoid trouble with optical activity. A screen as sketched in Fig. 2 a and b was used for this purpose. Backward reflection of the incident photons on the second surface inside the crystal was diminished by attaching the crystal on a prism with paraffin oil. The prism was arranged with its edge parallel to the scattering direc- Fig. 3 . Spectra, used for identification of Et (LO)-modes. e; and es are unit vectors parallel to the polarization of the incident and scattered photons, respectively. tion so that no photons reflected on its second surface could reach the volume of the crystal projected into the doublemonochromator. Figure 3 shows that the Raman lines at 460 and 845 cm -1 can be assigned as Ej (LO)-modes, and the phonons at 328 and 769 cm -1 will be the corresponding TO-modes at lower frequencies. All these Raman lines therefore belong to the internal spectrum. As group theory shows that there should be 5 doubly degenerate phonons, much experimental work was done in the search for the two missing Ej phonons.
The phonon at 328 cm -1 shows a shoulder which might suggest that two Ex phonons are superimposed, however, even at -150 °C no good resolution could be obtained in order to determine the precise wave numbers.
Near forward scattering from 7° to 0° showed that no polariton associated with any of the E^TO) modes could unambiguously be observed. Experiments were made at room temperature and -150 °C.
As, however, the A (2)-phonons of the LiJOs crystal are polar modes, too, they might show polariton behaviour as TO-modes. Experiments using x{yy)x scattering geometry were successful. 
